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Takeaways from Week 9:

Impact of pre-industrial manufactures on 
population growth

Mansfield’s shoe factory, Northampton

• Population in England grew  faster than anywhere else in western Europe 1750-1850

• High growth rates associated with proletarianization, some due to proto-industry, but 
also due to capitalist agriculture, mining and early factories

• Not all proto-industry led to high birth rates:

- Artisan system in Calverley woollen district already had high birth rates

- Female-dominated proto-industries such as spinning, lacemaking and straw 
plaiting dominated by husband’s occupation

• Population growth redistributed to emerging manufacturing, urban and industrial 
areas



Outline

Social impact of decline:
• Opposition to factory mechanisation

• Population growth and working class standard of 

living

• The handloom weavers

• The framework knitters

• Routes out of declining proto-industry

Course conclusions



Discussion

What was the social impact of proto-industrial 

decline on different groups of hand 

manufacturing workers?



The handloom weavers
• Rapid growth of cotton weaving to 1800

• Expansion of powerloom weaving from 1815
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Cotton handloom weavers in Britain, 1806-1860
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Source: Timmins (1993), Broadberry & Gupta (2005)



Declining earnings
• Handloom earnings declined 

before introduction of 

powerloom due to supply of 

workers outstripping demand

• 1826 slump sharply reduced 

handloom earnings

Source: Lyons (1989)
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Declining wages after 1815
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Handloom v unskilled factory wages, 1815-40

Children under 13 factory Children under 13 handloom

Youth 13-17 factory Youth 13-17 handloom

Adult factory Adult handloom

• By late 1820s, adults and youths better off leaving handloom weaving

• Handloom weaving earnings fell further after 1836, when prices rising

• By 1840, weaving earnings less than 30% of 1815 real value
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Who were the handloom weavers?

• Rapid indigenous population growth, plus Irish 

immigration

• 25% of employed population in 1820s Lancashire 

cotton districts

• Landowners erected rows of weavers’ cottages 

especially in industrial villages

• Family workgroups in rural areas, average 2.5 

workers plus children winding weft 

• Children most likely to work when father poor, e.g. 

handloom weaver



Poverty
• After 1826, fathers with 3 or 4 small children 

usually needed assistance 

• Poor relief made earnings up to 2s a week per 

person plus rents

• Parish poor relief unable to cope with mass 

weaver unemployment during slumps, e.g. 

1826, 1837, 1839, 1841-2

• Handloom weavers the first to be laid off

• Over 80% of population in some north 

Lancashire townships receiving relief in 1826

• National charity appeals to provide food

• Government policy of non-intervention

• Strong opposition in north to 1834 New Poor 

Law

• Poor relief continued for large families 

Men’s dinner in the workhouse



Obstacles to leaving 
handloom weaving

• Weavers reluctant to work in factories

• Rising factory productivity slowed 

employment growth

• Most cotton factory work was for children 

and women

• Few openings for unskilled adult men 

except casual labouring

• Employers preferred to promote lads 

brought up in the factory

• Ancillary jobs like bleaching, dyeing, 

calico printing organised along craft lines

• Might involve migration to factory town



Responses to declining 
work and earnings

• Industrialization – move to factory work in same 
area

• Self-exploitation - work longer hours – reported 14-
16 hours a day in 1830s

• Specialization, e.g. weaving silk or mousseline-de-
laine (cotton and worsted)

• Migration – move to town with more work 
opportunities

• Diversified family economy – children move into 
factory work

• Declining number of children in handloom weaving



Framework knitters

Social conditions revealed in the 

1845  Commission of Enquiry:

• Long hours, whole family involved

• Children not sent to school

• Gradual loss of furniture

• Clothes regularly pawned

• High use of opium and laudanum

• Infants dosed with Godfrey’s cordial



Changes to family economy during 
proto-industrial decline

1. Framework knitters 

• Breakdown of family work unit

• Transition to diversified family 

economy – different family members’ 

earnings from different sources

• The shiners (framework knitters) 

change began as men moved into 

workshops using broad frames

• Later women did seaming outwork, 

men worked as miners or in 

Leicester shoe factories

2. Black Country nailers

• Breakdown of family work unit by 

1880s

• Some attempted to continue 

domestic working by chainmaking

• Men left nailing for mining or hollow 

ware factories, women continued 

nailmaking

• Younger generation left nailmaking

by 20th century

• Increased age of marriage



Conclusions on social impact
• Rapid population growth and high dependency ratio in early 19th century 

coincided with post-1815 depression and the growing impact of industrialization 

to greatly increase poverty

• Government’s free trade policy added to decline of proto-industries previously 

sheltered from foreign competition, e.g. silk, straw plait, lace 

• New opportunities in powered factories for a minority 

• Involution by working harder to earn a subsistence particularly prevalent in family 

proto-industry, e.g. handloom weaving, framework knitting, nailing

• Social impact depended on new hand manufactures or opportunities for 

‘diversified family economy’, e.g. silk and straw plaiting, shoemaking, machine 

lace

• Impact greatest in rural areas with little alternative employment

• Speeded up urbanization

• Impact of loss of women and children’s earning from mechanisation of spinning 

still unknown



Conclusions on pre-factory manufactures

Mansfield’s shoe factory, Northampton

DISCUSSION
1. What factors facilitated the growth of pre-

factory manufacturing?

2. What factors were important in its success?

3. Why did hand manufacturing continue 

alongside factory mechanisation?

4. What factors brought about its decline?

THEORY

Proto-industrial manufactures in the 
countryside serving national and 
international markets paved the way 
for factory industrialization



Course 
conclusions

• Long co-existence between 
hand manufactures and 
factory industry

• Three types of hand 
manufactures:

- Proto-industries en route to 
factory mechanisation

- New rural hand manufactures

- New urban sweated industries

Wool comber

Urban sweated tailoring



Course conclusions
1. Partial industrialization

Mansfield’s shoe factory, Northampton

Types of proto-industrial work alongside partial 
mechanisation of industry:

1. Transitional to factory

▪ Rapid expansion of work not yet mechanised, 
e.g. handloom weaving, machine-lace finishing 
– an integral component of the capitalist 
industrialization process

2. Where factory industrialization failed or got 
stuck, the last stage before disappearance 

3. Strategy of flexible specialization, e.g. Black 
Country metalwork

4. Provided cheap spare capacity, often female, 
e.g. framework knitting, nailing

Brass cock founders, Birmingham

Black Country nailer, 1906 Framework knitter



Course conclusions:
2. New rural hand manufactures

• 19th-century attempts to provide work for 
rural women and children

• Exploited decline in family living standards 
after loss of spinning and with rapid 
population growth

• Mainly new industries such as straw 
plaiting, or regrowth of old like lacemaking

• Relied on women, children and elderly or 
partially-employed men not able or ready 
to seek employment elsewhere



Course conclusions:
3. New urban sweated 
trades

Shoemaking outwork

Men’s coat makers, Sweated Industries 

Exhibition Handbook (1906)

Modern form of decentralized hand 

production
• ‘An exploitation sphere of capital built up in 

the background of large industry’ (Marx)

• Large older crafts such as shoemaking, 

tailoring, turning, which previously served 

local needs, drawn into the capitalist process 

and transformed into domestic industries

‘Shopping the work’ shoemaking 

outwork 



REFLECTIONS


